
New Rules and Rule Changes for the 2022 Rodeo Season 
 
The Board of Directors have approved the following rules and rule changes to begin with the 2022 rodeo 
season. 
 

1. VI-Officers 1. The officers of the Corporation shall consist of a President, (Chairman) Vice-
President, Secretary-Treasurer, and such other officers or assistant officers as may be deemed 
necessary, and as may be provided for in the By-Laws of the corporation. The officers of the 
corporation shall consist of 5 members of the board known as Executive Directors. A (Chairman) 
will be elected by the 5 members of the board and will serve for 3 months. A new (Chairman) 
will be elected by the same 5 members of the board.  
 

2.  Only one board member in a household can serve on the board at a time. This will be added to 
(bylaw B 1.5) 
 

3. A board member must be present and compete at 50% off the rodeos throughout the year to be 
considered in good standing. This is to be added to all wording already under the bylaw.  (Bylaws 
B.1.1) 
 

4. Regions will consist of two separate regions, region 3 will stay the same and region 1 and 2 will 

be combined to make one region “region 2”. Points at SNFR will still be the same as 2.6.2.  

Rodeo count will remain the same as rule 2.6.3.  

 

5. Permits will now be called nonmembers rule 2.4.0. Fees and will go from $10 to $25. Rule 2.4.1 

will read Any contestant may enter a rodeo for a $25 non-member fee per rodeo. Nonmember 

fees will not be applied to the cost of your membership. Everywhere that you read permit will 

change to non-member.  

 

6. Competition Rule: 18.4.0 A $25 fine will be assessed if a rough stock rider does not make an 

honest effort to compete. Honest effort means (must be seated on their rough stock animal and 

pass the gate flagger). 

 

7. Releases in section 13. Members will only be given 2 releases throughout the year. A release 

begins when the contestant notifies central entry and ends when the contestant competes at a 

rodeo. Contestant must pay $20 for every rodeo that they enter and do not compete at. Central 

Entry must be notified at least 2 hours before the start of any rodeo that the contestant is not 

going to compete at or the contestant will be liable for their entire entry fee.  

 

8. The pick one partner and draw one partner or draw two partners format in rule 25.1.4 A 60+ team 

entering down into the 40-59 age group will not be drawn any curtesy runs 25.1.1.6 A 60 + team 

must keep their same partner (unless designated down) when dropping down and will not be 

given a draw run. 

25.1.1.7 If a 60+ team roper designates their points in the 40-59 then they will only be allowed to 

enter the 60-team roping with a pick partner and will not be drawn a run. 

 

9. . Rough stock events stock charge will be raised from $20 to $50.  



10. Any rule not covered in the NSPRA rule book, shall refer to the official rule book of the PRCA or 
the Women’s Professional Rodeo Association. Rule (17.4.5) 


